Miss Macdonald's March

a: This b' is a' in the ms.
Trumpet March

f: This is an f in the ms.
R: These rests are absent in the ms.
?: These notes are hidden in my photocopy.
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Lord Bowlbey's March

nd: This note was not dotted in the ms.
Norwich March

Cornish Militia March

g: This note is g in the manuscript.
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Lord Cornwallisces March

Dobney's 2nd Militia March
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The Hero Comes

March in Blue Beard
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The Five Bells Slow March

Aire by Weideman
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Old Toler

In the manuscript, bar 3 stave 1 is difficult to interpret. sq: these are semiquavers in the ms. The tune probably continued on a page which is now missing.

A Quick Step
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When the Morn Stands on Tiptoe
Miss Mitford's March

Kempshot Hunt

Bar 8 is as in the manuscript.
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Away with Melancholy

Bars 8 and 16 are as in the manuscript.

Air by Dr Mantua
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The preceding part of this tune may have been on a page which has been lost.

The e" in bar 45 (a) is a crotchet in the manuscript.
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Bath Medley

Covent Garden Row

Drops of Brandy

I wonder whether the key signature should not have been C rather than D.

Hogsoll's Quick Step

Billyers Reel

*(Galopede)*

Original in D, one fifth above. Bars 1, 2, 4 and 5 have been edited. The g'' in bar 11 (a) could be f''. Bars 8 & 16 and the anacrases are as in the manuscript.
O Dear What can the Matter be?

Mr. Spens Monro's Jig

Off Shee Goes

Nell's Frolic
(Quaker's Wife)

New Rigg'd Ship
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Tekeli

Ap Shankin

Farewell the Green Fields

Nobody Coming to Marry me

20 bars

Morgiana
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The Bee Proffers Honey

The Stag Hunt

The Irish Washerwoman

Presto

Murphy Delaney

French Horn Reel
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Go to the Devil and Shake Yourself

New Lango Lee
(Banks of the Dee)

The Black Joke

Edited bar lines in the A music.

The Exile

Fricasee Dance

8 + 8 + 7 + 7 bars
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The Duke of York's March

The Queen's March

Original in G, one fourth higher

Ye Hearts of Oak

Timing and bar lines have been edited

Ye Men of Harlech

Rule Britannia
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Captn. Mackintosh's Fancy

Vivace

Fal lal la

The Russian Dance

This is the Duke of Gordon's Reel

Interpreted. See the tune for the original.

Be a Good Girl and Take Care of Yourself
Sigh not for Love

Shepherds I have lost my love
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